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Bill Gates is the antichrist
A 1997 look at why Bill Gates
might be Satan, or worse.

When I wrote this in 1997, Microsoft was a
monopoly and I feared Bill Gates was Satan.

Nowadays, in 2018, when I see all his
philanthropy, I am sure of it.
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The following is taken from the 13th Chapter of
the book of Revelations of the King James
version of the holy Christian bible. Explanatory
passages are in [brackets]

Chapter 1

Verse One:
And I stood upon the sand of the sea,
And saw a beast rise up out of the sea,
having seven heads and ten horns,
and upon his horns ten crowns,
and upon his head the name of blasphemy.
[The sand of the sea is primarily composed of
the element Silicon, Silicon is the key element
in semiconductor chips used in computers. The
Phrase "sand of the sea" refers to the chips used
in electronics. The beast rising up from the
electronics industry is computers. This
establishes the context of the chapter as
computers. The heads in this verse is referent to
[ibm/intel/ect.] , the makers of computers. The
blasphemy is central planning and control, The
antithesis of God's way.]

Verse two:
And the beast which I saw was like unto a
leopard,
and his feet were as the feet of a bear,
and his mouth as the mouth of a lion:
and the gave him his power,
and his seat
and great authority.
[The computer industry moves very fast (like a
leopard) but has the sluggishness of legacy
equipment and compatibility (the feet of a slow
moving, lumbering bear). The mouth of a lion
is a reference to the marketing departments that
have conned humanity into thinking computers
are essential and all powerful.]

Verse three:
And I saw one of the heads as it were
wounded to death;
and his deadly wound was healed
and all the world wondered after the beast.
[The head that was wounded refers to Digital
Equipment Co., The most blatantly incompetent
of the seven companies. It still survives and
prospers much to the amazement of all. (Some
scholars disagree with this interpretation
maintaining that the wound is the PC Junior and
that the Head is IBM.]

Verse four:
And they worshiped the dragon which gave
power unto the beast
And they worshiped the beast saying:
"Who is like unto the beast?"
who is able to make war with him?
[The Dragon is Pacific Gas and Electric, and
the other government supported monopolies in
the energy industry. That the computer age is
unconquerable and irresistible  is referenced by
the last phrase. ]

Verse five:
And there was a mouth speaking great things
and blasphemies
and power was given unto him to continue
forty and two months
[This is a reference to Robert MacNamera, one
of Kennedy's Whiz kids who single-handedly
botched the war in Vietnam, and almost
destroyed Ford motor Co with his command
and control fiscal imperialism. He has recanted
and been forgiven. The 42 months refer his
career during the term length of a US
president.]
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Verse six:
And he opened his mouth in blasphemy
against god
to blaspheme his name
and his tabernacle
and them that dwell in heaven.
[A reference to MacNamarra's substituting of
fiscal control and central command mentality as
opposed to the supremacy of intellectual
morality and the works of Aristotle, St. Thomas
Aquinas, Fredrich Von Heyak et al.]

Verse seven:
and it was given unto him to make war with
the saints
and to overcome them
and power was given him over all kindred's
and tongues
and nations
[The saints are people who oppose central
authority and control.]

Verse eight:
and all that dwell upon the earth shall
worship him
whose names are not written in the book of
life of the lamb slain from the foundations of
the world.
[The only people not fooled by the false
prophets of computer worship are those versed
in the writings of freedom and human dignity.]

Verse nine:
If any man have an ear let him hear.
[all liberals and humanists pay heed.]

Verse ten:
He that leadith into captivity shall go into
captivity,
he that killith with the sword must be killed
with the sword.
here is the patience and the faith of the
saints.
[ Captivity is the slave state of central planning
and control, If you accept slavery for your
benefit, you will have to accept being a slave to
some other master. The sword is favoritism and
special interests. People using political power
to further their economic ends. The favor will
turn against them and they will be cast aside.]

Verse eleven:
And I beheld another beast coming up out of
the earth;
and he had the horns like a lamb
and he spake as a dragon.
[Bill Gates, spouting the same command and
control, central authority crap as McNamarra. A
meek guy with a big marketing department.]

Verse twelve:
and he exercise all of the power of the first
beast before him,
and causeth the earth and them that dwell
therein to worship the first beast
whose deadly wound was healed.
[A reference to Gates' operating system giving
utility and power to the computers. All must
use the operating system (worship), even the
Digital Equipment CO. It should be noted that
Digital Equipment Co has made a strategic
commitment to the Windows NT operating
system and Bill Gates has committed to
supporting DEC, even hiring one of its' vice 
presidents] 
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Verse thirteen:
And he does great wonders
so that he maketh fire come down from
heaven
on the earth in the sight of man.
[A reference to computer animation,
multimedia  and special effects used to cajole
and manipulate the masses.]

Verse fourteen:
and deciveth them that dwell on the earth
by the means of those miracles.
which he had to do in the sight of the first
beast.
saying to them that dwell on the earth
that they should make an image to the beast
which had the wound by the sword
and did live.
[A continuation of the evils of the software
empire, with another reference to Digital
Equipment.]

Verse fifteen:
And he had power to give life to the image of
the beast
That the image of the beast should both
speak
and cause that as many as would not worship
the beast
should be killed
[Giving life to the beast is what software does
to computers. IF you do not worship computers
you will be left behind and become obsolete,
(figuratively killed)]

Verse sixteen:
And he causeth all
both small and great
rich and poor
free and bond
to receive a mark in their right hand,
or in their foreheads
[Everyone must use Gates' software, whether in
a palmtop or in their work. You must conform
and obey. You must "think Windows".] 

Verse seventeen:
and that no man may buy or sell
save he had the mark
or the name of the beast
or the number of his name
[Windows will extend into transaction
processing, automatic payment ect., this has
already started with Gates' "money" software.]

Verse eighteen:
here is wisdom.
let him that hath understanding count the
number of the beast
for it is the number of a man
and his number is six hundred three score
and six.
[The mark is Windows NT version 6.66--The
apocalypse (Gods rebooting Earth) will occur
upon the universal acceptance of Windows NT
version 6.66--The fact that the beast is a man is
stated plainly, the beast is therefor Bill Gates.
One day the people who glorify power and
control will try to convince us that central
planning does work, it just takes a computer
with a modern networked operating system,
which is why Russia, China and the rest haven't
pulled it off yet. Be aware that these people are
agents of the anti-Christ.] 
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